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Bisphenol A (BPA) is a ubiquitous endocrine-disrupting chemical. Developmental exposure pro-
duces changes in behavior and gene expression in the brain. Here, we examined social recognition
behaviors in mice from the third familial generation (F3) after exposure to gestational BPA. Second-
generation mice were bred in one of four mating combinations to reveal whether characteristics in
F3 were acquired via maternal or paternal exposures. After repeated habituation to the same
mouse, offspring of dams from the BPA lineage failed to display increased investigation of a novel
mouse. Genes involved in excitatory postsynaptic densities (PSDs) were examined in F3 brains using
quantitative PCR. Differential expression of genes important for function and stability of PSDs were
assessed at three developmental ages. Several related PSD genes―SH3 and multiple ankyrin repeat
domains 1 (Shank1), Homer scaffolding protein 1c (Homer1c), DLG associated protein 1 (Gkap), and
discs large MAGUK scaffold protein 4 (PSD95)―were differentially expressed in control- vs BPA-
lineage brains. Using a second strain of F3 inbred mice exposed to BPA, we noted the same dif-
ferences in Shank1 and PSD95 expression in C57BL/6J mice. In sum, transgenerational BPA exposure
disrupted social interactions in mice and dysregulated normal expression of PSD genes during
neural development. The fact that the same genetic effects were found in two different mouse
strains and in several brain regions increased potential for translation. The genetic and functional
relationship between PSD and abnormal neurobehavioral disorders is well established, and our data
suggest that BPA may contribute in a transgenerational manner to neurodevelopmental diseases.
(Endocrinology 160: 1854–1867, 2019)

Bisphenol A (BPA) is a ubiquitous endocrine-disrupting
compound (EDC) used to stabilize plastics and pro-

duce epoxy resins. It is present in awide variety of daily use
items, such as the ink on thermal receipts, plastic bottles,

and linings in canned foods. Not surprisingly, when
examined, detectable levels are present in the urine or
blood of the majority of humans (1–4). In several strains
of laboratory rodents, neonatal exposure to BPA has
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Abbreviations: ASD, autism spectrum disorder; BB, bisphenol A lineage pair; BC, dam
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Homer scaffolding protein 1c; KO, knockout; mGluR, metabotropic glutamate receptor;
OVX, ovariectomized; PN, postnatal day; PSD, postsynaptic density; PSD95, discs large
MAGUK scaffold protein 4; qPCR, quantitative polymerase chain reaction; Shank1, SH3
and multiple ankyrin repeat domains 1.
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well-documented effects on behaviors, including anxiety,
aggression, learning, and social interactions (5–10).
Epidemiological studies of human populations report
associations between exposure to environmental con-
taminants, including BPA, and increased likelihood of
mild to more extreme neurobehavioral issues, including
attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder and autism (11–
15). These data and others have increased public con-
cerns about the potential dangers of BPA. In response,
some manufacturers have replaced this component and
are now using structurally similar but largely untested
compounds. To date, animal studies using these re-
placement compounds have shown that their effects in
first familial generation (F1) offspring are similar to or
more severe than the effects of BPA (16–19).

BPA has documented transgenerational effects on
social behavior, heart, and reproductive functions; thus,
removing BPA from all products will not eliminate long-
term effects (20–24). It is important to keep in mind that
with gestational exposure to any substance, the offspring
(F1) have experienced direct actions of the compound
during development. When they mature and breed, the
second familial generation (F2) is produced from germ
cells that were likewise exposed to the substance during
F1 gestation. We examined the third familial generation
(F3), as these are the first offspring without any direct
exposure to BPA. Effects in these animals are trans-
generational and are expected to continue in subsequent
generations.

The fundamental causes of mental health disorders are
deficits and abnormalities in neural function, which are
likely produced by a large number of mechanisms. BPA
has been associated with alterations in spine postsynaptic
densities (PSDs) (25–28) and synaptic plasticity (29).
Effects of BPA may, at least in part, be caused by per-
turbation of ionotropic and/or metabotropic gluta-
mate receptors (29–31). At the ultrastructural level, the
combination of prenatal and postnatal BPA exposure
produced thickening of the PSDs and increased the
curvature of synapses in hippocampal pyramidal cells
(32). In male mice ranging in age from postnatal day (PN)
14 to PN56, several PSD-related proteins were reduced
by perinatal exposure to BPA (32, 33).

Previously, we reported that F3 mice from a BPA
lineage differed from controls in a social recognition task.
BPA lineage mice displayed more investigatory behavior
initially when paired with another mouse, and after
investigation decreased over repeated exposures, they
failed to display dishabituation when a novel mouse was
presented (23). Here, we asked if these behavioral dif-
ferences between F3 mice from BPA and control lineages
could be traced to maternal and/or to paternal BPA
exposure. We replicated our social recognition data, with

additional groups of mice prepared by breeding a subset
of BPA-lineage mice to controls (in both configura-
tions of dams and sires) (Fig. 1A). Next, on the basis of
candidate genes discovered in a prior RNA-sequencing
data set from F3 brains (20), we tested the hypothesis that

Figure 1. Breeding crosses used to produce mice. (A) The C57BL/6J
mating paradigm is shown. Brown mice represent direct or historic
BPA exposure. Black mice represent controls (C57BL/6J mice have
black coats). (B) The FVB cross is shown. Again, brown mice
represent BPA exposure, and white mice are controls (FVB mice
have white coats). By convention, dams are shown on the left. F3 is
the first generation capable of displaying transgenerational effects.
(C and D) Timelines are presented for BPA treatment to F0 dams,
brain collection, and testing. (C) The C57BL/6J studies are shown.
(D) The FVB protocol is illustrated. BB, bisphenol A lineage pair; BC,
dam from BPA lineage and sire from control lineage; CB, dam from
control lineage and sire from bisphenol A lineage; E, embryonic
day; F0, parental generation.
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changes in PSD genes would differ between mice from
control and BPA F3 lineages. We assessed the expression
of four genes in which protein products form physical
contacts in the PSD. SH3 and multiple ankyrin repeat
domains 1 (SHANK1) is a master scaffolding protein
in association with metabotropic glutamate receptors
(mGluRs) that bridges to HOMER1 proteins by linking
with PSD95 (also called DLG4) and GKAP (also called
SAPAP). These proteins produce a functional link be-
tween N-methyl-D-aspartate and glutamate receptors in
the PSD (34). Our results showed that maternal exposure
to BPA has transgenerational effects on behavior, and we
suggest that changes in genes and proteins in PSDs cause
these alterations in male mice.

Methods

Animals: C57BL/6J mice
Most of the experiments were conducted with mice that

were progeny of C57BL/6J mice purchased from Jackson
Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). Adult females were randomly
assigned to one of two diets, either a phytoestrogen-free chow
(TD95092; Harlan Teklad, Madison WI) or the same chow
supplemented with 5 mg of BPA per kilogram of diet
(TD09386; Harlan Teklad). We have estimated that this dose
in food results in an average daily consumption during
pregnancy of 20 mg of BPA (22). Female mice were placed on
diets 10 days before pairing with a male. Pairs remained to-
gether for up to 2 weeks. All mice consumed food and water ad
libitum; dams continued on their diets throughout gestation.
Lights were on a 12:12 light/dark cycle (lights off at 1200
hours). During the dosing period, mice were observed daily for
abnormal behavior and signs of toxicity.

As in our previous studies (22, 23, 35), all F1 offspring
(produced by seven control and six BPA-consuming dams)
were fostered within 24 hours of birth to dams on the control
diet. Four littermates (two of each sex) were fostered, and
dams retained two of their own pups, which were not used in
our studies. At weaning (PN21), mice were placed on standard
chow (7912; Harlan Teklad) containing phytoestrogens and
were group housed (three to five per cage) by litter and sex.
Adult F1 males and females (nonsiblings) were mated (10
control pairs and seven BPA-exposed pairs) to produce F2
mice. As adults, F2 mice were paired in one of four combi-
nations. Either mice from control lineages were paired (CC;
n5 10 pairs), or mice from BPA lineages were paired (BB; n5
10 pairs) as we did in the past. To determine whether the
effects of BPA are inherited from the dam or the sire, we also
made pairs with either a dam from the BPA lineage and a sire
from the control lineage (BC; n5 10 pairs) or the reverse (CB;
n5 13 pairs) (Fig. 1A and 1C). As juveniles, a subset of the F3
mice was tested for behavior. Nomore than one mouse of each
sex per litter was used for each experiment (CC: n5 14 males,
15 females; CB: n 5 20 males, 16 females; BC: n 5 14 males,
13 females; BB: n 5 13 males, 17 females). All animal pro-
cedures were approved by the North Carolina State University
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and were in
accordance with National Institutes of Health and National
Academy of Sciences guidelines.

Animals: Friend virus B mice
Wevalidated and extended our findings by including a second

inbred strain, FVB (Charles River), which was produced in a
different manner. All mice received food containing phytoes-
trogens (Rodent Diet 8604; Harlan Teklad)) and water ad
libitum. Using an out-crossed design, female FVB mice were
mated with males at 12 weeks of age. Pregnancy was confirmed
by the appearance of a vaginal sperm plug, and at that time,
females were separated from themales and individually caged. At
embryonic day (E) 9, each pregnant female was randomly
assigned to a treatment group (six to nine for each condition).
From E11 to birth, dams were orally dosed once per day in the
early part of the lights-on phasewith tocopherol-stripped corn oil
or oil with one of three BPA doses (0.5, 20, or 50 mg/kg/d). The
solution was administered into the corner of the mouth, as de-
scribed in previous studies (24, 36). During the dosing period,
mice were observed for abnormal behavior and signs of toxicity.
F1 females were used to generate F2 females, and F2 females were
used to generate F3 offspring. In these experiments, control and
exposed F1 and F2 females (at least three per conditions, each
from a different litter) were mated with fertility-confirmed, non‒
BPA-exposed males to produce the next generation. Thus, any
differences between BPA and control lineages had to be attrib-
uted to maternal inheritance. Using the terminology introduced
previously, F3 mice were in either the CC or the BC group
(Fig. 1B and 1D). No more than one mouse of each sex per litter
was used for each experiment. All animal procedures were ap-
proved by the University of Illinois Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee and were in accordance with National Institutes
of Health and National Academy of Sciences guidelines.

Social recognition tests
Between PN21 and PN23, juvenile F3 C57BL/6J mice were

tested for social recognition according to previously described
methods (23, 37, 38). Mice habituated to test boxes for at least
30 minutes. During the habituation period, an empty “cylin-
der” was placed in the cage. All trials were scored live and
conducted in the lighted portion of the 12-hour light/-hour dark
cycle. Nine investigation trials, 1 minute each, were separated
by 9 minutes. During the first eight trials, the same stimulus
C57BL/6J ovariectomized (OVX) mouse was placed into the
test box under the cylinder. On the ninth trial, a novel OVX
mouse was used. The total amount of time each young test
mouse spent investigating the cylinder and/or the stimulus fe-
male was recorded. Investigation was defined as contact with
the head, tail, or body of the stimulus mouse at a distance of
1 cm or less or directly touching the bars of the cylinder. Test
boxes were cleaned with 70% ethanol and wiped dry between
tests. All behavioral tests were scored by observers who were
blinded to the animal lineages.

Brain collection
Pups and embryos were euthanized by cooling on ice, fol-

lowed by cervical dislocation. Brains collected from F3 CC and
BB litters on E18.5 and PN0 were dissected into regions of
interest. Here, we present data from the hypothalami for
quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) and from the
amygdala for Western blotting (only from E18.5 brains). From
CC and BC pairs of F3 FVB mice, we used whole brains col-
lected on PN4. We also examined gene expression in whole
brains from newborn F1 C57BL/6J male pups. The oldest (F3,
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PN27) mice were euthanized with CO2 and cervical dislocation.
Brains were rapidly dissected and frozen. At a later time, brains
were sectioned in a cryostat and mounted onto glass plus slides.
Coronal thick (120-mM) sections were punched (21 gauge) to
collect the bilateral lateral septum. We collected this region
because it is a major terminal field for vasopressin fibers, and
this neuropeptide is one of the essential regulators of social
recognition behavior (39, 40). For this experiment, CC, CB, BC,
and BB juveniles were examined. For the gene expression and
protein experiments, no more than one mouse of each sex per
litter was used for each experiment.

Quantitative RT-PCR
We examined mRNA expression of SH3 and multiple

ankyrin repeat domains 1 (Shank1), Homer scaffolding protein
1- c (Homer1c), DLG associated protein 1 (Gkap), and discs
largeMAGUK scaffold protein 4 (Dlg4, also called PSD95).We
present the ages, groups, sexes, brain regions, and numbers per

group in Table 1. Primers for specific targets were designed to
amplify all known variants. Each set of primers was initially
tested for efficiency (between 95% and 105%) and specificity
using melting curve analysis to verify that one amplicon was
represented by a single peak (Table 2). For data evaluation, the
comparative DDCt method was used. Each sample was ana-
lyzed in triplicate. Expression levels of target genes were nor-
malized to endogenous control b-2-microglobulin or 60S
ribosomal protein L19. A calibrator sample was run on each
plate to adjust for plate-to-plate variation. Samples with Ct
values .35 cycles, as well as outliers identified as samples with
values above (or below) the 1.5-fold of the interquartile range
from the third (or the first) quartile, were excluded from the
analyses.

Western blots
We examined protein expression of SHANK1 and

MGLUR5 in E18.5 amygdala from F3 males (n 5 5 to 7 per

Table 1. Description of Groups Used for qPCR

Age Generation Sex-Group (Maximum Number per Group) Region Strain

E18.5 F3 CCM (8), BBM (8), CCF (9), BBM (8) Hypothalamus C57BL/6
PN0 F3 CCM (7), BBM (6), CCF (6), BBF (8) Hypothalamus C57BL/6
PN0 F1 CCM (4), BCM (6) Whole brain C57BL/6
PN4 F3 CCM-0 (5), BCM-0.5 (5), BCM-20 (5), BCM-50 (5), Whole brain FVB

CCF-0 (6), BCF-0.5 (5), BCF-20 (5), BCF-50 (5)
PN27 F3 CCM (6), CBM (6), BCM (6), BBM (6), CCF (5),

CBF (6), BCF (6), BBF (6)
Lateral septum C57BL/6

Experimental groups used for qPCR. In the FVB study, numbers following group designations are the doses (in micrograms) of BPA (per kilogram of body
weight) consumed by F0 dams per day.

Abbreviations: BB, both parents from BPA line; BC, dam BPA line/sire control line; CB, dam control line/sire BPA line; CC, both parents from control line; F;
female; M, male.

Table 2. Primers for qPCR

Target Primer Sequence Amplicon Size, bp Targeted mRNA Variants

Shank1 F: 50-AGCTCCTGGACACCTACGTT-30 168 XM_006540868.3
R: 50-GATCTCGAAGTCCCCCACTG-30 XM_006540865.3

XM_006540866.3
R: 50-TGTTTGGAGCCTGTGTTCTTTG-30 XM_006540867.3
R: 50-CCTGGAGGATCCTGAGTGGA-30 XM_006540868.3

XM_006540869.2
XM_006540870.2
XM_006540872.1
XM_006540874.1
XM_006540871.2
XM_006540875.3
XM_006540876.3

Homer1c F: 50-GAGAAGTCGCAGGAGAAGATG-30 249 NM_147176.3
R: 50-TTGCTGAACTAGCATGAGAGAG-30

Gkap1 F: 50-AAGGTGGCTGCAAGAAGAGA-30 136 NM_177639.6
R: 50-CACTTACGGCCCTCAGGTAG-30

Psd95 F: 50-GCCCCAGGATATGTGAACGG-30 204 XR_0017779872.1
R: 50-GATGCTGTCGTTGACCCTGA-30

B2M F: 50-GGCTCACACTGAATTCACCCCCAC-30 104 NM_009735.3
R: 50-ACATGTCTCGATCCCAGTAGACGGT-30

Rpl19 F: 50-GAAGGTCAAAGGGAATGTGTTCA-30 74 NM_009078.2
R: 50- CCTTGTCTGCCTTCAGCTTGT-30 NM_001159483.1

Primer sequences used for qPCR and variant coverage.

Abbreviations: B2M, b-2-microglobulin; F, forward primer; R, reverse primer; Rpl19, 60S ribosomal protein L19.
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group) and females (n5 6 to 7 per group) from the CC and BB
groups using Western blotting techniques (41). Briefly, protein
was homogenized in radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer
and quantified using a BCA assay (Pierce, Rockford, IL). Total
protein (20 mg) was electrophoresed on Tris-acetate gels and
transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride membranes; blots were
incubated with SHANK1 [1:250 rabbit; NB300-167, lot 6162;
Novus Biologicals, Littleton, CO (42)], MGLUR5 [1:5000
rabbit; ab76316, lot GR3241176-4; Abcam, Cambridge, MA
(43)], or b-actin [1:10,000 mouse; ab8226, lot 085M4754V;
Abcam (44)] and visualized using horseradish peroxidase an-
tibodies and enhanced chemiluminescence (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA). Images were quantified using
ImageJ (V2.0). Data are reported as mean 6 SEM of band
intensity.

Statistics
All data were analyzed using the Number Cruncher Sta-

tistical System v.11 (Kaysville, UT). To analyze social recog-
nition, we used two-way repeated-measures ANOVA, with
maternal diet history and paternal diet history as main factors
and trials as the repeated measure. Data from trials 1 to 8
(habituation) and trial 9 (dishabituation) were subjected to two-
way repeated-measures ANOVA, separately for each sex. Data
from the qPCR and Western blots were analyzed within each
age. We used two-way ANOVA when the two factors were diet
lineage and sex. The PN27 brains were analyzed with three-way
ANOVA using paternal diet history, maternal diet history, and

sex as main factors. After ANOVA, significant main effects or
interactions were further assessed with Fisher’s exact post hoc
tests, which adjust significance levels to account for multiple
comparisons. Data on gene expression in F1 male brains were
analyzed with Student t tests.

Results

Social recognition
Our results show that gestational BPA exposure had

transgenerational effects on social recognition behavior.
Moreover, these effects can be attributed to the parent’s
EDC lineage. During habituation trials when the same
stimulus animal was presented on each trial (1–8), a main
effect of parental lineage was noted [males: F(3, 399) 5
4.27; P , 0.01; females: F(3, 399) 5 6.33; P , 0.001].
Social investigation of an OVX adult by juveniles was
greatest in male and female mice with both parents from
BPA lineages (BB). Thus, BB mice were more active and
took longer to habituate than other mice from different
combinations of parental lineages (Fig. 2A and 2B). To
examine dishabituation, we subtracted the time of in-
vestigation in trial 8 (with the familiar stimulus mouse)
from the time of investigation in trial 9 (with a novel
mouse) (Fig. 2C and 2D). In both males and females, a

Figure 2. Mean 6 SEM time in seconds spent investigating an adult ovariectomized mouse during a social recognition task. (A and B) Time
juvenile F3 (A) male and (B) female mice spent investigating the stimulus mouse on each trial, including the last trial, when a novel stimulus
mouse was presented. (C and D) Time spent by (C) males and (D) females investigating a novel stimulus in trial 9 minus the time spent
investigating a familiar mouse in trial 8. *Significant main effect of maternal diet history, P , 0.05.
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significant main effect of maternal diet lineage was
found [males: F(1, 57) 5 23.66; P , 0.001; females:
F(1, 57) 5 13.92; P, 0.001]. Two of the four groups of
F3 mice, CC and CB, displayed the expected dis-
habituation: increased investigation directed toward the
novel mouse in trial 9. Juveniles whose dams were from
the BPA lineage (BC and BB) failed to show enhanced
investigation toward a novel mouse (Fig. 2C and 2D).

Gene and protein expression
We present these results in chronological order be-

ginning with analysis of the E18.5 tissues. We probed up
to four genes; in some cases, we had limited RNA; thus,
not all of the target genes were assessed in all experi-
mental groups.

Embryonic (E18.5) brain, F3 in C57BL/6J mice: RNA
and protein

Embryos from the BPA lineage had significantly less
transcript of Shank1 [F(1, 33) 5 9.50; P , 0.004]
(Fig. 3A) than controls. No effect of sex was found, nor
was there an interaction.

Embryos from the BPA lineage tended toward less
SHANK1 protein expression [F(1, 24) 5 4.07; P 5

0.057] (Fig. 3B and 3C) than controls. No effect of sex
was found, nor was there any interaction. Protein levels
of MGLUR5 also tended to be lower in the BPA than
control E18.5 amygdala [F(1, 22) 5 1.92; P 5 0.182]
(Fig. 3B and 3D). There was no effect of sex, nor was an
interaction present between lineage and sex.

Day-of-birth hypothalamus, F3 in C57BL/6J mice
Hypothalami from PN0, BPA-lineage, F3 C57BL/6J

males and females were evaluated for Shank1 [F(1, 26)5
7.89; P , 0.01], Homer1c [F(1, 21) 5 9.87; P , 0.006],
andGkap [F(1, 22)5 3.88; P5 0.06] (Fig. 4) mRNA. In
all cases, BPA history was reflected in higher levels of
expression (Fig. 4). Significant sex differences in Hom-
er1c [F(1, 21)5 11.75; P, 0.003] andGkap [F(1, 22)5
7.67; P, 0.01] were produced by higher levels of mRNA
in male than in female brains. A trend for an interaction
in Homer1c [F(1, 21) 5 4.10; P 5 0.058] and a signif-
icant interaction for Gkap [F(1, 22) 5 6.50; P , 0.02]
were caused by greater gene expression in hypothalami
from males with a history of BPA exposure. No other
effects of sex, diet history, or interactions were noted.

Day-of-birth whole brain, F1 in C57BL/6J mice
Two groups of whole male brains from the day of

birth revealed elevated expression of all four scaffolding
protein genes after BPA exposure in utero (Fig. 5). Sig-
nificant differences based on two-tailed t tests were found
for Homer1c, Gkap, and Psd95 [t (9) 5 2.80, 2.42, and
2.48, respectively; P , 0.04 at least]. Shank1 expression

Figure 3. Mean 1 SEM fold-changes in (A) Shank1 gene
expression, (B and C) SHANK1 protein, and (B and D) MGLUR5
from F3 embryonic (E18.5) male (M) and female (F) mice from
control or BPA lineage. (A) Control male data were set to 1.0,
and other values were normalized; tissue assayed was the
hypothalamus. (B‒D) Tissue was from the amygdala. Numbers per
group are given in the histograms. ^Trend for a difference by
lineage. *Significant difference by lineage, P , 0.05. BBF, BPA
lineage female; BBM, BPA lineage male; CCF, control female; CCM,
control male.
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levels were significant only when a one-tailed t test was
used [t (9) 5 2.14; P , 0.03].

Neonatal (P4) whole brains in FVB mice
Maternal diet history was a significant variable for all

the scaffolding protein genes exceptGkap (Fig. 6).Whole
brains from FVB F3 BC pups had significantly increased
mRNA for Shank1 [F(1, 38) 5 4.99; P , 0.006],
Homer1c [F(1, 37) 5 4.66; P , 0.01], and Psd95 [F(1,
33) 5 8.40; P , 0.0005] (Fig. 6). In all cases, mice from
control dams had lower levels of gene expression than
mice in the highest-dose BPA lineage (P, 0.05). A trend
for an effect of sex on Psd95 mRNA levels [F(1, 33) 5
3.66] was noted, with the effect for males greater than
that for females. Another trend was present for an in-
teraction between dose history and sex forHomer1c [F(1,
37) 5 2.58; P 5 0.07]. No other effects of sex, diet
history, or interactions were noted.

Juvenile (P27) lateral septum in C57BL/6J mice
Sex and maternal diet history had pronounced effects

on gene expression in the lateral septum. Interactions
between the diet history of the dam and the sex of the F3
offspring were found for Shank1 [F(1, 41) 5 6.78; P ,
0.015] and Psd95 [F(1, 43) 5 5.23; P , 0.03], with a
trend noted for Gkap [F(1, 44) 5 3.65; P 5 0.064]
expression. For both significant effects, control male
brains had greater gene expression than control females
or males with maternal BPA history (P , 0.05). Sex
differences, males greater than females, were present for
Homer1c [F(1, 42) 5 12.56; P , 0.001] and Gkap [F(1,
44) 5 14.62; P , 0.0005]. In addition, Homer1c ex-
pression was higher in mice sired by males from the control
than from the BPA lineage [F(1, 42) 5 5.15; P , 0.03]
(Fig. 7). No other significant main effects or interactions
were found. The mice used for qPCR were not tested for
behavior, but were littermates of tested animals.

Discussion

Here, we replicated previously reported transgenera-
tional actions of BPA on social recognition (22, 23). In
addition, we determined that hyperinvestigation during
habituation was restricted to F3 mice with both parents
from a BPA ancestry. The lack of dishabituation noted in
F3 BPA-lineage mice was caused by maternal BPA
transmission. Furthermore, we found that transgenera-
tional exposure to BPA produced significant differences
in several genes that are functionally and structurally
related to excitatory postsynaptic synapses. Within this
data set, we also showed that our data generalized to
other mouse strains, which experienced different BPA
administration paradigms. Because F1 brains exposed to

Figure 4. Mean 1 SEM fold-changes in gene expression in
hypothalami from day of birth (PN0) in F3 male (M) and female (F)
mice from control or BPA lineage. (A) Levels of Shank1 RNA. (B)
Levels of Homer1c RNA. (C) Levels of Gkap RNA. Control male
data were set to 1.0. Numbers per group are given in the
histograms. *Significantly different from control lineage.
**Significant sex difference. ***Significantly different from all
other groups, P , 0.05. BBF, BPA lineage female; BBM, BPA
lineage male; CCF, control female; CCM, control male.
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BPA have comparable differences to F3 brains, we hy-
pothesize that the epigenetic modifications produced by
BPA directly are propagated over generations. Our results
support the hypothesis that environmental chemicals may
contribute to increases in social behavior abnormalities
and disorders in humans (45–47).

Previously, we reported that F3 offspring descended
from F1 mice originally exposed to BPA during gestation
were more active in juvenile interaction tests than con-
trols (22). In a social recognition test, similarly generated
mice were slower to habituate, investigating the stimulus
mice longer during the repeated presentations than
control mice did (23). Using four combinations of mating
pairs in the second generation (F2), we determined that
enhanced activity (delayed habituation) was restricted to
progeny from maternal and paternal BPA lineages. In-
creased investigation times during habituation may re-
flect increased activity; in fact, F3 BPA-lineage offspring
have increased locomotor activity in the open field
compared with control-lineage offspring (23). A dose-
response study, also conducted in C57BL/6J mice and
using a diet similar to ours, found that F1mice exposed to
BPA in utero and during lactation had increased activity
and higher metabolism than controls (5). In other studies
of F1 BPA-exposed rodents, effects of BPA on activity
were inconsistent, varying with sex, species, and dose
(48–51). Several studies in children reported a strong
association between attention-deficit/hyperactivity dis-
order and levels of BPA in children’s urine (12, 13).

The other facet of social recognition is dishabituation,
scored in the final trial when a novel mouse was pre-
sented. Only mice from maternal BPA lineages failed to

discriminate a novel mouse from the familiar mouse in
the final trial. This failure to dishabituate cannot be
attributed to olfactory deficits because we tested F3
BPA and control mice previously for olfactory discrim-
ination with mouse urine (23). Although we know of
no behavioral data on BPA-exposed FVB mice, we hy-
pothesized that their social recognition behavior would
parallel that of the C57BL/6J mice with maternal BPA
history, as the FVB mice were bred through the maternal
lineage only.

To date, two other EDCs have been assessed for
multigenerational or transgenerational actions on rodent
behavior. The Crews/Skinner laboratories tested rats in
the F3 generation; exposure to the pesticide vinclozolin
was given via injection to F0 dams in gestation (51–54). Of
note, mate choice (assessed by time spent near the other
rat) was altered in F3 females, but not in males. Some
aspects of anxiety were affected in F3 rats, particularly in
females, and stress reactivity was changed in both sexes. In
these studies, the behavioral outcomes were inherited via
the sires. Recently, a lower dose of vinclozolin or a low
dose of the polychlorinated bisphenyl A1221 was injected
during gestation, and F2 adults frommaternal or paternal
lineage were tested for ultrasonic vocalizations or sexual
behaviors (54). Of note, behavioral effects were produced
only in the paternal lineage. Vocalizations in males were
reduced by gestational exposure to vinclozolin, and a
principle component analysis also revealed an effect of
A1221. Male intromission frequencies were increased by
both EDCs, and ejaculation latency was significantly re-
duced by A1221. Small but significant effects were also
noted on female sexual behaviors. In toto, these data show
that several classes of EDCs produce long-term behavioral
abnormalities.

To date, no other laboratory has used the social
recognition task in rodents to assess behavioral actions of
BPA, although a similar “social preference or choice”
task (55, 56) is considered the gold standard for social
behavior. The social recognition test in mice has good
validity for humans, as it is similar to facial recognition
studies that reported deficits in facial (but not object)
memory in autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) (57) pro-
bands compared with controls (58). Higher levels of
socially relevant autistic traits, poorer face recognition,
and less eye tracking toward stimulus photographs are
correlated with differences in electroencephalographic
recordings when individuals with autism are compared
with normally developing individuals (59, 60). These
results from humans, along with the current data,
suggest a relationship between BPA exposure and ASD.

To move toward a mechanism for these trans-
generational behavioral effects, we examined differen-
tially expressed genes related to synapse formation and

Figure 5. Mean 1 SEM fold-changes in gene expression in the
whole brains of F1 male mice collected on the day of birth (PN0)
from control (CC white bars) or BPA-exposed dams (BC black bars).
Control male data were set to 1.0. Numbers per group are given in
the histograms. *Significantly different from controls (BC), P , 0.05.

^Significantly different from controls using one-tailed t test, P , 0.03.
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function from F3 RNA-seq data (20). One gene in par-
ticular was noteworthy: Shank1, which codes for one of
the scaffolding proteins in the PSD. This protein is as-
sociated physically with a set of other PSD proteins,
including PSD95, GKAP, and HOMER1. Shank1 gene
mutations have been identified in patients with ASDs (34,
61–63), and one single-nucleotide polymorphism in
PSD95 has been associated with ASDs (64). Postmortem
brains of some patients with schizophrenia have muta-
tions in theDLG4 promoter (PSD95) (65–67). As a class,
PSD gene mutations are well documented in schizo-
phrenia, ASDs, and other associated phenotypes (67).

Shank1 knockout (KO) mice were reported to have
normal social and olfactory behavior (68). However, ul-
trasonic vocalizations in pups were reduced in Shank1KO
mice compared with wild-type controls (69). In adults, the
pattern of calls and scent marking in response to female
urine differed between male KO and control mice. These

results indicate communication deficits; however, in the
radial maze cognitive test, male Shank1 KO mice per-
formed better than controls (70). Application of short
hairpin RNA to reduce Shank1 expression blocked syn-
aptic plasticity (spine formation) during learning in
forebrain-dependent tasks (71). Both sexes of PSD95
heterozygous mice displayed hypersocial behavior (72).

At all three ages examined (E18.4, PN0, and PN27)
and in both regions (hypothalamus and lateral septum),
BPA-lineage F3 C57BL/6J mice had expression levels of
Shank1 that were different from those of controls. An
exciting aspect of these results is that the direction of the
differences varied with the age of the mice. E18.5 BPA-
lineage mice had less gene expression than controls, and
on PN0 they had higher mRNA; on PN27, BPA-lineage
brains again had less Shank1 expression. At the two older
ages assayed, PSD95 was also differentially expressed in
the same direction as Shank1. Synapse production varies

Figure 6. Means 1 SEM fold changes in gene expression in whole brains of F3 4-day-old (PN4) FVB mice from one of four BPA dose lineages. (A)
Expression levels of Shank1. (B) Expression levels of Gkap. (C) Expression levels of Homer1c. (D) Expression levels of PSD95. Control (CC) male data
were set to 1.0. White bars represent data from mice with no BPA exposure, control dams and sires (CC). Striped bars show data from F3 mice
produced by dams from the 0.5 mg/kg/d BPA dose lineage; sires were unexposed to BPA. Gray bars represent data from F3 mice from the medium
(20 mg/kg/d) BPA dose lineage and control sires (BC). Black bars show data from F3 mice produced by dams from the high-dose lineage (50 mg/kg/
d) and control sires. Numbers per group are given in the histograms. *Significantly different from control-lineage males, P , 0.05. **Significantly
different from all other doses, same sex, P , 0.05.
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over development; first synapses are overproduced, fol-
lowed by pruning and reduction. We speculate that the
timing of these events is disrupted by BPA. In rodents ex-
posed to BPA during gestation, neurogenesis and neuronal
migration can be accelerated (73, 74) or delayed (8, 75).

Several lines of convergent evidence show that direct
BPA exposure changes the density and/or structure of
spines and synapses (26–28, 76). Synapse-related pro-
teins are altered by BPA in cultured fetal rat hypotha-
lamic cells. Also, at a variety of ages, BPA elevated
synapse-related protein levels in mouse brains (77).
Even a single BPA treatment 10 days after birth decreased
synaptophysin in adult brains (78). Bisphenol A exposure
weakened electrophysiology in glutamatergic synapses
(29). Relevant to our data, adult male rats exposed to
BPA during gestation had reduced mRNA for synapto-
physin, PSD95, spinophilin, GluR1, andNMDAR1 (79).
Male offspring of Swiss-Webster dams treated daily with
BPA from E7 until weaning had depressed PSD95 protein

in the cortex and hippocampus at 3 and 8 weeks of age
(33). Another F1 study used Institute of Cancer Research
mice treated with BPA for the same period with three
doses of BPA [all higher than the dose we used here (32)].
In general, BPA changed synaptic morphology by re-
ducing the thickness of the PSD and the synaptic active
zone, which should reduce effectiveness of receptor ac-
tivity at the synapse. At PN14, the lowest and largest
doses of BPA decreased numeric spine densities in BPA-
exposed male offspring. Our findings suggest that synapse
modifications persist without additional BPA contact over
three generations.

Although we have no supporting data in humans, our
data do generalize to other mouse strains, even when the
timing and doses of BPA were different. In the FVB
experiment, three BPA doses were used; dams were given
BPA orally via voluntary consumption for the second half
of pregnancy, and whole brains collected on PN4. When
these data were compared with hypothalamic gene

Figure 7. Mean 1 SEM fold-changes in gene expression in the lateral septum of F3 mice (PN27) from one of four lineages. (A) Expression levels
of Shank1. (B) Expression levels of Gkap. (C) Expression levels of Homer1c. (D) Expression levels of PSD95. Control (CC) male data were set to
1.0. White bars represent data from males and females with control dams and sires (CC). Striped histograms show data from F3 mice that had
dams from the control lineage and sires from the BPA lineage (CB). Gray histograms represent data from F3 mice with BPA-lineage dams and
control sires (BC). Black bars show data from F3 mice with both parents from the BPA lineage (BB). Numbers per group are given in the
histograms. *Significant effect of maternal lineage in males. BC and BB , CC and CB. BC and BB lineages are less than males from CC and
CB lineages, P , 0.05. **Significant sex difference, P , 0.03.
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expression in PN0 C57BL/6J mice, both Shank1 and
PSD95 were significantly increased in males from both
inbred lines. In the FVB mice, Homer1c RNA was sig-
nificantly elevated in the BPAmales, and in the C57BL/6J
study, expression of Gkap was higher in the equivalent
group. Thus, there is good agreement, despite several
major differences in study design.

In line with the F3 FVB gene expression results, we
found a maternal lineage effect in the C57BL/6J lateral
septum of PN27mice. In this study, we usedmice from all
four F3 crosses, but differential expression for Shank1
and PSD95was noted only in groups with maternal BPA
ancestry (BB and BC groups). These data match the social
recognition results, demonstrating that only mice with
maternal BPA-lineage exposure failed to show dis-
habituation. Curiously, gene expression results in all of
the studies, except in embryos, were sexually dimorphic,
with BPA effects limited to males. However, the be-
havioral studies reported here, as well as our previous
transgenerational work, did not show sex differences (22,
23). This may be due to the age at which we tested the
mice, before puberty and the onset of elevated circulating
sex hormones. Interestingly, Shank1 microdeletions are
present in some male patients with autism; however, in
females the same microdeletion is associated with anxi-
ety, not ASD (64). Perhaps these data speak to differ-
ences in male and female autistic symptomology, and
these gene-by-environment interactions have sex-specific
effects.

In agreement with the literature reviewed previously,
we found that F1 day-of-birth brains had elevated ex-
pression of the PSD genes. Thus, initial gestational ex-
posure to BPA alters expression of these genes, and
their expression remains dysregulated over the course of
three generations. Most mammalian models for trans-
generational modifications emphasize changes in DNA
methylation (80, 81). Some genes that are differentially
expressed by BPA in transgenerational tissues are good
candidates for DNA methylation; however, in the brain,
the methylation status of neither Shank1 nor PSD95
changed after incubation with methionine (82). An-
other potential mechanism is histone modifications, and
histone-modifying enzymes are affected transgenera-
tionally by BPA in Caenorhabditis elegans germline (83).
Recently in rats, three generations after DDT exposure,
male germ cells revealed several differences in genomic
regions containing H3K27me3 modifications (84). Even
more striking were modifications in small and long
noncoding RNAs in sperm from F1 vs F3 lineages.

In summary, our findings show transgenerational BPA
actions on one of the genes associated with autism in
humans. This unique gene-by-environment relationship
is correlated with a social behavioral deficiency in mice

that has relevance to autistic behavior. Because these
effects are retained for generations after BPA exposure,
even an immediate prohibition on use of BPA in plastics,
epoxy resins, thermal paper, and other products will not
provide remediation.
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